Paint correction packages
What happens on a protection package?
When your car comes to my studio it will undergo an exterior deep clean to remove all
contaminants and any waxes or oils , stripping the paint back to its natural state , I then begin to
work through it panel by panel cutting back and restoring the paint work to brand new
depending on the selected package or agreed work and time allocated.
Once the initial time or work is completed I will then give it one final clean and inspection before
a protection is laid down to aid keeping the paint In top condition.
I offer aftercare products designed to help you maintain the paintwork and offer a mobile
valeting service to help the upkeep.

One day enhancement package £300, great for winter up to two years
1. Pre rinse to remove most heavy soiling
2. A full vehicle iron fall out and removal on body and wheels
3. Second rinse
4. Snow foam bath
5. Third rinse
6. Two bucket wash method to remove any excess dirt
7. window sills and badges cleaned
8. Door shuts cleaned
9. Fourth rinse
10. Wheel faces and wheel wells iron removal and rinse also brush cleaned
11. Tar removal phase
12. Clay barred
13. Air/ blower dry then towel dried to finish off
14. Light interior hoover
15. Interior and exterior glass/ mirrors cleaned
16. Plastics cleaned and dressed
17. Apple bomb deodorized
18. Light engine bay clean using dry steam
19. A light soft machine polish to smooth and enhance paint work
20. Sealed with ceramic x super slick sealant paint protection (upto 24 months protection)
21. Tyre walls dressed in ceramic x tyre and trim dress.

Two day enhancement and correction £500 - £650
All the same as above to prepare the vehicle
10 hours of machine polishing using various cutting and correction techniques to remove swirls,
reduce deep scratches and fully enhance the paint work to a very high class finish. Then the
paintwork on the body and wheel faces is coated in our 3 year ceramic coating, its infra-red baked
onto the car creating an outstanding protection and protection. This two day package will restore
your car to a very high finish offering a good 70% to 90% correction just depending on the
condition, age and type of vehicle.

If you would like your car restored to show level or want it 100 percent corrected please call me
or arrange an appointment to have it fully inspected so I can give you a precise quote. I offer wet
sanding services also charged at an hourly rate.

Other services on offer
Wheels off hand polished and ceramic coated (12 months) coating.

£100.00

Glass coating all around vehicle (12 to 24 months)

£60.00

Full interior deep cleaning and protection to leather, plastic and fabric

£100.00

Interior plastic protection ask for details.
Engine Bay detail (£45 per hour)

tbc on condition.

Information section
Please be aware that machine polishing is carried out using various cutting techniques compounds
and pads that all work differently on each vehicles different paint types .
Manufacturers all use different lacquers that produce different hardness and this also in turn
can affect the ceramic toughness, 9h to 10h is expected .
This will also affect the final results based on a two day package and extra time can be given at a
discounted hourly rate if asked for .
Also be aware that any previous coating will instantly have an effect on the job ,
Example: I have removed previous coatings and it’s taken three days . Then I spend another two
restoring and recoating the car .

Guide to lacquer hardness examples from experience.
Porsche, Land Rover - Soft paints
BMW, Audi, VW, Ford - Medium paints
Mercedes - rock solid paint , the older it is, the harder it is!

A test patch will be carried out to confirm this on arrival, 10 minutes while you wait .

